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With a wife he loves and an exciting London-based career, architect Charles Waterston's life seems in perfect
balance. Nothing in his comfortable existence prepares him for the sudden end to his ten-year marriage—or
his unwanted transfer to his firm's New York office. With nothing left to lose, Charlie takes a leave of
absence from his job to drive through New England, hoping to make peace with himself.
Christmas is approaching when Charlie leaves New York, heading to Vermont to ski. But a sudden, blinding
snowstorm strands him in a small Massachusetts town. There, as if by chance, Charlie meets an elderly
widow who offers to rent him her most precious possession: a remote, exquisite lakeside chateau. Hidden
deep in the woods, it once belonged to a woman who lived and died there two centuries before. Her name
was Sarah Ferguson. And from the moment Charlie sets foot inside the chateau's graceful depths, he feels her
presence, and longs to know more about the life she led.
It is Christmas Eve when Charlie first glimpses her, a beautiful young woman with jet black hair. He thinks it
is a neighbor playing a joke on him, until he finds her diaries hidden away in an old trunk. As he begins to
turn the brittle, dusty pages, Sarah Ferguson comes alive. Intrigued and unafraid, Charlie immerses himself
in the diaries, eager to learn more about the woman for whom the house was built. Sarah's first entry is dated
1789, the year she arrived in America. Without self-pity or sentiment, she writes of her harrowing journey
from her native England, having fled the brutality of her aristocratic husband. Settling in Massachusetts,
Sarah finds an unfamiliar land seething with the turbulence of the Indian wars. Determined to start a new life
in the vast new world, Sarah finds freedom—and danger—as she builds her home in the wilderness and
meets a man who will transform her life. His name is François de Pellerin, a French nobleman adopted by
Indians and drawn into the battle for the growing nation. Their fateful union is a testament to a love so
powerful it reaches across the centuries. And for Charlie Waterston, caught between Sarah's world and his
own, their story is a gift—one that gives him the courage to let go of his past, and the freedom to grasp a
future that is right before his eyes.
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From reader reviews:
Lee Nelson:
Have you spare time for just a day? What do you do when you have considerably more or little spare time?
That's why, you can choose the suitable activity regarding spend your time. Any person spent their particular
spare time to take a walk, shopping, or went to often the Mall. How about open or perhaps read a book called
The Ghost? Maybe it is to become best activity for you. You recognize beside you can spend your time
together with your favorite's book, you can smarter than before. Do you agree with their opinion or you have
other opinion?

Daniel England:
The guide untitled The Ghost is the book that recommended to you to read. You can see the quality of the
reserve content that will be shown to anyone. The language that article author use to explained their way of
doing something is easily to understand. The article author was did a lot of study when write the book, hence
the information that they share to you personally is absolutely accurate. You also could get the e-book of The
Ghost from the publisher to make you far more enjoy free time.

Dawn Nelson:
Reading can called head hangout, why? Because if you are reading a book specially book entitled The Ghost
your thoughts will drift away trough every dimension, wandering in each and every aspect that maybe
unknown for but surely can become your mind friends. Imaging every word written in a publication then
become one contact form conclusion and explanation that will maybe you never get ahead of. The The Ghost
giving you a different experience more than blown away the mind but also giving you useful info for your
better life on this era. So now let us demonstrate the relaxing pattern is your body and mind will probably be
pleased when you are finished examining it, like winning a sport. Do you want to try this extraordinary
investing spare time activity?

Jacquelynn Laverty:
Do you like reading a book? Confuse to looking for your favorite book? Or your book has been rare? Why so
many query for the book? But almost any people feel that they enjoy with regard to reading. Some people
likes examining, not only science book but also novel and The Ghost or perhaps others sources were given
knowledge for you. After you know how the good a book, you feel would like to read more and more.
Science book was created for teacher or maybe students especially. Those guides are helping them to put
their knowledge. In other case, beside science e-book, any other book likes The Ghost to make your spare
time a lot more colorful. Many types of book like this.
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